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Animals have circadian clocks that govern their activity pattern, resulting in 24 h rhythms in physiology and
behaviour. Under laboratory conditions, light is the major external signal that affects temporal patterns in
behaviour, and Mus musculus is strictly nocturnal in its behaviour. In the present study we questioned whether
under natural conditions, environmental factors other than light affect the temporal profile of mice. In order to
test this, we investigated the activity patterns of free-ranging M. musculus in a natural habitat, using sensors
and a camera integrated into a recording unit that the mice could freely enter and leave. Our data show that
mice have seasonal fluctuations in activity duration (6.7 ± 0.82 h in summer, 11.3 ± 1.80 h in winter).
Furthermore, althoughprimarily nocturnal, wildmice also exhibit daytime activity from spring until late autumn.
Amultivariate analysis revealed that themajor factor correlatingwith increased daytime activity was population
activity, defined as the number of visits to the recording site. Day length had a small but significant effect. Further
analysis revealed that the relative population activity (compared to the past couple of days) is a better predictor
of daytime activity than absolute population activity. Light intensity and temperature did not have a significant
effect on daytime activity. The amount of variance explained by external factors is 51.9%, leaving surprisingly
little unexplained variance that might be attributed to the internal clock. Our data further indicate that mice
determine population activity by comparing a givennightwith the preceding 2–7 nights, a time frame suggesting
a role for olfactory cues. We conclude that relative population activity is a major factor controlling the temporal
activity patterns of M. musculus in an unrestricted natural population.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

To anticipate environmental changes caused by the Earth's rotation
around its axis, animals have developed an innate circadian clock. In
mammals this clock is located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), at
the base of the hypothalamus. SCN neurons have a genetic ability to
generate circadian rhythms. The rhythms generated by the SCN as a
whole are entrained to outside factors – the so-called Zeitgebers – the
logy, Leiden University Medical
RC Leiden, The Netherlands.
most important ofwhich is light. In the last decade, research has yielded
considerable insight into the genetic properties of rhythm generation
and the effects of light on the biological clock (e.g. [27,64]). Most of
these studies were performed in a laboratory setting, where environ-
mental conditions are controlled artificially. Under these conditions,
mice, hamsters and rats are strictly nocturnal ([12,51,63,39,19]). In
contrast, under more natural conditions these animals display activity
patterns that deviate substantially from activity in the laboratory [32,
34]. For example, hamsters in the wild havemajor activity peaks during
dawn and duskwhereas in the laboratory they are exclusively nocturnal
[19,63]. Attempts to study temporal patterns in animal behaviour under
natural conditions have often been performed in outdoor enclosures,
and although enclosure studies are closer to a natural situation than
laboratory studies, they still miss many aspects of natural diversity in
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behaviour, physiology, genetics, ecology, etc. (see also [36,39,56,69,9,
32].Most importantly, dispersal, which is generally induced by social
factors such as dominance/submission, aggression and/or the avail-
ability of mates cannot occur in an enclosure. We hypothesise that
a number of external factors, not present under laboratory condi-
tions, affect the temporal profile of Mus musculus.

Our recording equipment was installed around a food source, and
could be freely accessed by any animal up to the size of a rat.We record-
ed the behavioural activity patterns of any visiting animal over a period
of nearly two years, thus acquiring a multitude of video recordings of
various animal species that visited our equipment. Among these ani-
mals, M. Musculus was the most commonly observed species. We then
investigated the influence of seasonal changes in day length (photope-
riod), temperature, variations in nocturnal light intensity, temperature,
and population size on the behavioural activity pattern of these mice.
Our study indicates that a high population activity affects temporal pat-
terns in the behaviour of wild mice.
Fig. 1. Our experimental setup and its immediate surroundings. Panel a shows the setup as pho
setup. Note that even though the setup resembles a cage, small animals can freely enter and exit
in the roof of the cage.
2. Methods

2.1. Recordings

A recording unit was built and installed in a natural environment
(N20 m from the nearest house) in a spacious, green area on the
outskirts of the city of Leiden, the Netherlands. The unit consisted of a
cage-like structure (100 cm × 70 cm × 70 cm) with a running wheel
and an infrared camera, motion detector, temperature sensor and light
sensors installed in the roof (Fig. 1). Mice and other small animals
could freely enter and leave the recording unit. To attract animals, a
mixture of food (standard rodent chow and chocolate crumbs) was
available ad libitum. Food was replenished before it ran out about
once a week, at random times. When movement was detected by the
passive infrared motion detection system (Panasonic EW AMN14112
PIR), the camera (Axis P1346 with a C70316–TS3V310 lens) automati-
cally started a 20-second recording; this information was used to be
tographed during the experiment on 19 December 2009. Panel b shows a close-up of the
the recording area and food tray. Panel c shows the sensors, camera and laptop embedded
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able to determine the species of the visitor. If movement continued
through until the end of the initial 20 second recording, a new recording
was immediately started for an additional 20 s. Nighttime recordings
were enhanced using active infrared light, that mice, like most rodents,
cannot see (Jacobs et al., 1991; [52]). All recordings were saved on an
external hard disk (WD Elements) for off-line analysis. Recordings
were made from October 27, 2009 through October 6, 2011. The exper-
iment came to a natural end because the number of mouse visits
plummeted, while at the same time the number of rat visits increased.

The recording unitwas also equippedwith light sensors (Silonex SLD-
70C2 and SLD-70BG2A), thereby allowing us to study the effect of season-
al changes in day length onmouse behaviour. Temperaturewas recorded
(Texas Instruments LM35DZ), in order to study the effect of temperature
on the behaviour of themice. Datawere sampled at oneminute intervals.
Apart from the occasional mechanical or electrical failure (7 days in No-
vember 2009, 16 days in December 2009, 64 days from September 26
through December 1 in 2010, 4 days in January 2011, 5 days in February
2011, and 9 days in June 2011), data were recorded continuously
throughout the study period. By recording all environmental variables
and animal activity per species in one-minute bins for the duration of
the experiment, we obtained a large dataset that allowed for detailed sta-
tistical analysis of diel and seasonal patterns in mouse behaviour.

One species of mouse was present in the study area: the house
mouse,M. musculus. We could not differentiate between different sub-
species (M. musculus musculus and M. musculus domesticus). No differ-
ences in ecology and behaviour have been reported for the subspecies
[3]. Furthermore, there were observations of rats, birds, frogs, snails,
slugs and two species of shrew, Sorex spec. Shrews could either be
Sorex araneus or Sorex coronatus: these Sorex species both occur in the
study area and cannot be reliably distinguished by sight alone, only by
morphometry of the skull [40].

2.2. Analysis

For the analysis, all datawere periodically transferred to a desktop or
laptop computer. All films were reviewed using VLC Player (VideoLAN
Project; see http://www.videolan.org/videolan), and the number
present and species of all animals present were recorded in a copy of
the data file, using Microsoft Excel 2010. Statistical analyses were per-
formed and graphs were created using the 64-bit version of the statisti-
cal software package R 2.15.3 and 3.0.2 [53]. Initial data analysis was
done as described by [67].

We determined onset and offset of activity around midwinter and
midsummer in each year and compared those using Mann–Whitney
U-tests [42] and Spearman rank correlation coefficients [58], in order
to test for seasonal changes.

Determining how much of the mouse activity occurred during the
day instead of the night, was done by calculating the fraction of daytime
activity (FD) as the fraction of activity that occurred during the light
phase (defined as the period between astronomical sunrise and astro-
nomical sunset; the length of the light phase we call day length) in
any full 24-hour period (defined as starting at one astronomical sunset
and ending at the next astronomical sunset); in addition, we compen-
sated for the fact that in the summer, days and nights are longer and
shorter, respectively, than in winter by dividing total day time activity
during each day by the length of that day, and the total night time activ-
ity of each night by the length of that night. The fraction of daytime ac-
tivity FD is therefore:

FD ¼
AD

LD
AD

LD
þ AN

LN

ð1Þ

where AD is the daytime activity, LD is the day length,AN is the nighttime
activity, and LN is thenight length. FDwill be 0 if all activity occurs during
the night, 1 if all activity occurs during the day, and 0.5 if the activity is
distributed equally between the light and dark phase of the day.

We defined population activity as the number of visits bymice to the
feeding area of our recording site. We believe that whether or not a
mouse enters the site depends more on the number of visits to the
site rather than on the number of animals present in the area. Thus, ac-
cording to this definition, population activity is just the number of visits
to the local recording site, and we were not able to recognise individual
mice.

There are three possible methods for estimating population activity:
i) measuring the number of mice that visited the recording unit be-
tween two consecutive sunsets; ii) measuring the number of mice
that visited between sunset and the following sunrise; and iii) measur-
ing the number of mice that visited during a particular night and com-
paring this number with the number of visits during previous days
and nights. In ourmultivariate regression,we tested all three as possible
explanatory variables. Method iii was modelled using a memory
analysis: dividing the total number of mice that visited during a given
night by the average number of visitor over the previous n nights yields
a measure of the relative population activity of mice during a particular
night (dependent on memory length n). Using this relative population
activity as a variable in the multivariate analysis provides an estimate
of memory length n.

In order to calculate how FD depended on our observed data, we
measured Maximum Likelihood multiple β-regression [17,68] using
the R package betareg [11]. The β-distribution is used for modelling
fractions, requiring a Smithson–Verkuilen lemon squeezer transforma-
tion of the data in order to accommodate fractions of exactly 0 and 1
[57]. First, we checked the variables for collinearity in our explanatory
variables using VIF (Variance Inflation Factors; [45,66]). With the re-
maining variables we ran the β-regression analysis [68]. In the resulting
model, we removed any outliers for which Cook's distance exceeded
one [10]. Likelihood ratio tests [46,65] as well as the Akaike Information
Criterion [2] were used to determine the optimal regression model and
optimal link-function. Homoscedasticity was determined visually, and
confirmed using the studentized Breusch and Pagan [6] test of Koenker
[35]. In order to determine the variance explained by each regression
variable, it was necessary to split the data inmultiple parts based on ob-
served daytime activity. This was done using a non-parametric change
point test [26].

3. Results

The activity data for all observed animals were collected from the
140,842 video recordings, classified by species, and plotted in a double
actogram (Fig. 2). As only a limited number of shrews and rats visited
our recording site, we have analysed only the mouse data in this
paper. When several conspecifics visited the recording site simulta-
neously, they either foraged together peacefully or occasionally
interacted aggressively. Juvenile animals were observed throughout
the year, suggesting that these mice breed year-round; however, the
number of visits clearly fluctuated over the course of the year. Compar-
ing the winter actogram (Fig. 3a) with the summer actogram (Fig. 3b)
shows that there was considerably more mouse activity in the summer
than in the winter.

A clear seasonal rhythm was observed in the onset and offset of ac-
tivity (Spearman rank correlation (onset/offset time vs. day of the
year), R2 = 0.50, p b 0.0001 in both cases). When the onset and offset
of activity were determined (Fig. 3c, d), the duration of behavioural
activity (α, defined as the time interval between the onset and offset
of activity) was found to differ between winter (9.9 ± 1.1 h, N =
9days the first winter and 12.6± 1.2 h,N=10days the secondwinter)
and summer (6.5±0.9 h,N=27days the first summer and 7.0±0.6 h,
N=18days the second summer;Mann–Whitney U test: Dec 2009–Dec
2010: W = 4, N1 = 9, N2 = 10, p = 0.0024; Jun 2010–Jun 2011: W =
134, N1 = 27, N2 = 18, p = 0.0316; Dec 2009–Jun 2010: W = 207,

http://www.videolan.org/videolan
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Fig. 2.Double-plotted actogram of the entire two-year research period (October 2009–October 2011). Each line shows the activity of recorded animals during 48 h. Consecutive days are
plotted below each other, so that data in the right half of each line are repeated on the left half of the next line (that is, thefirst line shows days 1 and 2, the second shows days 2 and 3, and
so on) for a total of 709 days. The background colour indicates lighting status, with the white signifying light and grey signifying darkness. The black curved lines from top to bottom
indicate astronomical sunrise and sunset. Activity of mice is displayed in red, of shrews in blue and of rats in yellow. Observations of other species (mostly of snails and slugs) are rare
and are displayed in cyan. Missing data show up as horizontal white bands. Only mouse activity data were used in the analysis.
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N1 = 9, N2 = 27, p b 0.0001; Dec 2010–Jun 2010:W= 153, 0.2516 p b

0.0001; see Fig. 3c). We also observed that wildmice run in wheels vol-
untarily (published separately: [43]).

Whenwe plotted daily activity against day length,we found that the
decrease in daytime activity in autumn (when the days were waning)
did not mirror the increase in daytime activity in spring (when the
days were waxing; Mann–Whitney U test: W = 28777, N1 = 217,
N2 = 310, p b 0.0042; see Fig. 4b). When, however, we plotted daytime
activity as a function of population activity (estimated either from the
number of mice that visited the recording setup between two consecu-
tive sunsets or from the number of visits between a given sunrise and
the following sunset), the amount of activity was highly predictable
by population activity in autumn as well as in spring (Fig. 4c). Day
time activity is closely associated but not collinear with population ac-
tivity (VIF b 3, as per [66]).

Our data suggest that when increased mouse activity occurs dur-
ing a given night (relative to the preceding nights), activity is also in-
creased during the following day. This indicates that mice are
influenced more strongly by relative population activity (i.e. how
busy it is tonight compared to the average over the past few days)
than by an absolute estimate of population activity. Therefore, we
performed a multivariate analysis to separate the effects of all
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plotted over the red bars.
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variables and calculated each variable's individual contribution to
the ratio of daytime/nighttime activity. The results suggest that per-
ceived population activity is indeed more important than
absolute population activity.

3.1. Multivariate analysis

Themain question of our research concerns daytime activity ofmice.
In order to test which of the observed variables associate best with
daytime activity, we created a Maximum Likelihood multiple β-
regression model. The proposed initial regression model incorporates
day length, light intensity (both daytime and nighttime), temperature
(both daytime and nighttime), activity between two consecutive sunsets,
activity between sunset and sunrise (both of which are estimates of pop-
ulation activity), the relative population activity at night, and factors relat-
ed to the year, the day of the year, and whether the days are waxing or
waning. In the initial model, all interactions between these variables
were taken into account. Because of collinearity,wehad todiscard activity
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between two consecutive sunsets, daytime temperature and nighttime
temperature. When performing the β-regression, most other variables
and all interactions were dropped due to non-significance (p N 0.05).
After removing five outliers (Cook's distance N1), light intensity at night
was no longer a significant factor contributing to temporal behaviour.
Our final model for the fraction of all activity that occurs during day
time, FD, is then:

FD ¼ β0 þ β1l LDð Þ þ β2l drð Þ þ β3l nð Þ þ ε ð2Þ

where LD is the day length, dr is the relative population activity (with a
memory of 2–7 days; see Fig. 5), n is the activity at night, βi represents
the regression coefficients, l is the link function (complementary log–
log), and ε is the remaining variance.

There were no remaining outliers, collinearity, overdispersion,
or heteroscedasticity (Fig. 6). There was a slight non-normality in
the residuals; this is, however, not generally considered a problem
with β-regression [45,68]. All regression parameters were significant
at p b 0.0001, and the precision parameter was φ = 5.86.

This model explains 51.9% of the observed variation in temporal be-
haviour. Although no collinearity remained, thefit was not equally good
in all recorded periods (see Table 1 for a summary of the regression
model). A non-parametric change point test indicates that there were
significant change points on days 190, 257, 519, and 652 (with day 1
corresponding to the first day of the study), yielding a total of five pe-
riods. Taking into account the confounding effects, R2 of the total and



Fig. 6.The residual analysis for theβ-regression showsno remaining violation of statistical assumptions. Panel a displays the residuals plotted against the observation number,which show
slight zero-inflation but no heteroscedasticity. Panel b shows that the Cook's Distance for each observation is well below 1, indicating there are no outliers. The leverage, in Panel c, shows
that some measurements are near the extreme values of the predictors, while most are not. In Panel d, the residuals plotted versus the linear predictor indicate some zero-inflation and
slight non-normality of the residuals but neither is problematic with this type of analysis.
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partial models can be used to determine the fraction of variance ex-
plained by each variable (see Table 1), indicating that in spring and
summer (period two and four) relative population activity explains
more variation than any other variable, while in autumn and winter
(period one, three and five) both the amount of daytime activity and ex-
perienced population activity are close to zero most of the time. There
was no significant difference in FD between any of the three winter pe-
riods (Mann–Whitney U tests: one and three: W = 10016, N1 = 154,
N2 = 125, p = 0.5495; three and five: W = 3473, N1 = 125, N2 =58,
p = 0.6439; one and five: W = 4702, N1 = 154, N2 = 58, p =0.5302),
Table 1
The results from the multiple regression model. If a variable is collinear with others, it is dro
statistically significant, it is part of the final model, and explains a percentage of the variance, a

Variable Collinear
(yes/no)

Significa
(yes/no)

Day length No Yes
Light intensity at day No Yes
Light intensity at night No Yes
Daytime temperature Yes n.a.
Nighttime temperature Yes n.a.
Activity per 24 h Yes n.a.
Activity per night No Yes
Relative population activity No Yes
Year No No
Day of the year No No
Waxing/waning No No
Confounding effects n.a. n.a.
Total
nor was there a significant difference in FD between the two summer
periods (Mann–Whitney U test: two and four: W = 3633, N1 = 167,
N2 = 123, p = 0.1787). FD was, on the other hand, significantly higher
in the combined summer periods than in the combined winter periods
(Mann–Whitney U test:W=48787.5,N1= 337,N2= 300, p b 0.0001).

Despite some days with daytime activity, the mice in our study
remained predominantly nocturnal; daytime activity exceeded night-
time activity in only 14 of the 709 days; these 14 days were not consec-
utive. We found no statistically significant relationship between the
occurrence of daytime activity exceeding nighttime activity and day
pped from the analysis: its statistical significance is no longer applicable. If a variable is
s given in the last two columns.

nt Variance explained
spring/summer

Variance explained
autumn/winter

b1% 23%
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
11% 1%
31% 4%
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
n.a n.a
10% 3%
52.5% 31.5%
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length (Mann–Whitney U test: W = 2957.5, N1 = 14, N2 = 695, p =
0.2516). Daytime activity does, however, exceed nighttime activity
when relative population activity is high (Mann–Whitney U test: W =
1805, N1 = 14, N2 = 695, p=0.0138). However, daytime activity itself
was density-dependent (β-regression, R2 = 0.5190, p b 0.0001).

We analysed the effect of population activity in threeways: i) we es-
timated population activity using the activity between sunset and sun-
set; ii) we estimated population activity using the activity between
sunset and sunrise; and iii) we analysed a relative population activity
measurement that compared the current estimate of population activity
with the previous n days. The statistical analysis favoured the third
approach, with significantly more variance explained with a memory
period of 2–7 days (β-regression, R2 = 0.5190, p b 0.0001). Thus, mice
apparently estimate their population activity based on their experiences
during the preceding 2–7 days.
4. Discussion

Our data show that mice have clear seasonal trends in their activ-
ity. Furthermore, although mice are primarily nocturnal in nature
throughout the year, in the spring their daytime activity increased,
culminating in high daytime activity in the summer through late au-
tumn. The seasonal pattern in daytime activity was a surprising find-
ing, as it has not been reported before, and is absent under laboratory
conditions when mice are housed individually. Therefore, the frac-
tion of daytime activity is the key variable in our analysis. The main
factor that accounted for this daytime activity was population activ-
ity, as revealed by our multivariate analysis. Additionally, day length
also played a role. On the other hand, temperature, light intensity,
day of the year, and whether day length was waxing or waning
were all either too collinear with other variables or were not signifi-
cant. Thus, our analysis shows that the following factors were highly
important: i) relative population activity, ii) absolute population ac-
tivity, and iii) day length.

At the end of our experiment, the number of rats that visited the re-
cording site increased suddenly, and the number of mice that visited
dropped drastically. Previous research indicates that in the laboratory,
mice ignore the activity of rats [44], and in thefield, rats do not influence
the behaviour of wild mice [55]. Nevertheless, in our study, we believe
that the presence of the rats may have repelled the mice.

The onset and offset of activity followed a significant seasonal pat-
tern over the course of the year, and were influenced by day length. In
winter, the duration of the active period (α) is 11.3 ± 1.80 h, N = 19,
while in summer it is 6.7 ± 0.82 h, N = 45; (Fig. 3c). Qualitatively,
this difference is similar to what is found in the lab [61]. Many organ-
isms adapt to seasonal changes in the environment; however, the de-
gree of the response to various photoperiods varies between species.
Seasonal breeders such as sheep and hamsters experience drastic
changes in behaviour, reproductive physiology and metabolism [16,
21,38,59,60]. Other animals, including mice and rats, can alter their be-
havioural activity patterns in response to changes in day length, al-
though they can breed throughout the year [60,61]. The system
underlying seasonal regulation is complex and has been intensively
studied (for review, see [28,70]). Our data indicate that mice have sea-
sonal alterations in behavioural activity, despite a reported lack of re-
productive seasonality in the literature [7,41,54]. This could be
indicative for a yearly rhythm in mortality.

The nocturnal behaviour of themice recorded in this study is consis-
tent with some other field studies [7,18,41,54]. Interestingly, however,
we recorded periods of higher daytime activity, most significantly dur-
ing late spring through late autumn. Occasionally, one or two days of
daytime activity occurred during late autumn through late spring (see
Fig. 2). Daytime activity in an outdoor enclosure has been reported
previously for laboratory mice [13] and other nocturnal mammals
(e.g. [51,63,47,39,21).
4.1. The effect of day length on the daytime activity ratio

We also observed a significant effect of day length on the fraction of
daytime activity. This effect was much stronger in winter and spring,
when population activity was low. In summer and autumn, on the
other hand, population activity rose to such heights that its influence
on daytime activity became the dominant factor, and the influence of
daylight was greatly diminished.

Because daytime activity was observed primarily from late spring
through late autumn,we originally expected that day length (more spe-
cifically, night length) was a causative factor for the degree of daytime
versus nighttime activity. For example, the relatively brief summer
nights (in the Netherlands: 8 h) might provide insufficient foraging
time for mice, thus requiring the mice to forage during the day as
well. If this hypothesis is correct, one would expect to observe high
activity at the beginning and/or end of the day. Instead, daytime activity
was observed throughout the day. Thus, a shortage of dark hours alone
does not explain our results, as is shown by the multivariate analysis,
and one or more additional variables can likely influence the degree of
daytime activity.
4.2. The effect of population activity on the daytime activity ratio

Increased population density is a plausible variable for explaining in-
creased daytime activity. Daytime activity is influenced directly by the
number of mice present, especially in summer and autumn when pop-
ulation density is high. Therefore, one reason for the observed pattern in
daytime activity might be the fact that breeding causes a dramatic in-
crease in population density at the recording site in mid-to-late spring,
whereas the decline in population density begins only in late autumn [4,
37,49]. However, Singleton &Krebs [55] described population density as
peaking in autumn in the majority of temperate regions. If population
density does indeed affect temporal behaviour patterns, this would
also explain why the start of regular daytime activity in the spring dif-
fered by as much as six weeks in our two-year study. Indeed the rise
in population activity occurred six weeks earlier in the second year of
recording (Fig. 2), probably reflecting a rise in population density.
Although mice lose more body heat in the winter than in the summer,
the food requirements for mice in the wild do not follow seasonal pat-
terns [37]. In order to generalise from population activity at the record-
ing site to population density, it would be necessary to chip individual
animals. In our studies, we attempted to chip mice with RFID transpon-
ders for automated recognition of individual mice, but found the recap-
ture rate to be too low for reliable analysis. This is consistent with
findings in the literature that 95% of the mouse population may have
dispersed in as little as 6–7 weeks [36]. This indicates that in a field
study recognition of individual mice is not feasible, and is only possible
in enclosure studies.

The statistical method used, a Beta regression, requires a thorough
assessment of the data. Since thismethod is especially vulnerable to col-
linearity and outliers [68], we have tested for those using Variance Infla-
tion factors and Cook's distance respectively. Collinear variable and
outliers were removed. All remaining data met the statistical assump-
tions for the analysis, such as minimum number of observations,
minimum andmaximum values of each observation, and statistical dis-
tribution of the residuals. Beta regression is more vulnerable to Type II
errors than to Type I errors [68], i.e. it is more likely that we havemissed
an effect of one of our variables on day activity than that we overesti-
mate the importance of a variable.

Our data show that population activity is a better predictor of the
ratio of daytime/nighttime activity than day length (Fig. 4b,c). The rela-
tionship between population activity and daytime activity is identical
between increasing and decreasing population size. On the other
hand, the relationship between day length and daytime activity differs
between waxing and waning day lengths. Thus, population activity is
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indeed a more important factor than day length in explaining daytime
activity.

Our data indicate that mice estimate population activity based on
their experiences during the preceding 2–7 days. Olfaction is the most
important sensorymodality inmice [1] and plays a key role in social sig-
nalling among mice and is the main factor used to recognise individual
conspecifics [22,23,30,31,37]. Despite degradation of the residual scents,
mice can detect olfactory signals for at least 72 h [24], and can deter-
mine the number of conspecifics by their scent [29]. Olfaction can also
influence fear related time-stamp memory in mice [48]. In another ro-
dent, Octogon degus, olfactory stimuli are necessary for social entrain-
ment of circadian rhythms [1,20,25,33]. Thus, olfaction is a putative
mechanism by which mice can estimate population density. We
hypothesise therefore that when population density increases, more
mice visit our recording site, leaving their scent marks. These scent
marks could then function as a cue for other mice, and may change
the timing of their behaviour.

4.3. Light intensity and temperature do not affect daytime activity ratio

The amount of ambient light throughout the night varies with the
changing phases of themoon and fluctuates withmeteorological condi-
tions such as cloud cover, and these fluctuations may influence tempo-
ral activity patterns. For example, when the nights are relatively
brighter, Drosophila express increased activity during the night [62]. In
our study, however, light intensity was not a significant factor (p N

0.05) and when it was included in the model, it explained only 0.4% of
the variance.

Because temperature is highly collinear with other variables, it
should be omitted from the multivariate analysis. Analysed on its own,
temperature did not have a significant effect on the temporal pattern
of activity, although there was a general trend towards decreased activ-
ity – particularly daytime activity – when temperature was extremely
high or extremely low. These results are consistent with findings that
temperature does not affect the behaviour of golden spinymice or com-
mon spiny mice in either field enclosures or the laboratory [39].

4.4. The unexplained variance

The aim of the present study was to identify external factors that in-
fluence temporal activity profiles. We have found that external factors,
population activity and day length, explain 51.9% of the variance in
day/nighttime activity ratio. Other factors that determine temporal ac-
tivity patterns are the internal clock and noise. The internal clock itself
is responsive to day length, but there are no indications that population
activity affects clock function. Given the fact that the internal clock is a
major determinant for the temporal activity profile in the lab, the vari-
ance explained by environmental factors is considerable in a natural
setting.

An apparent conclusion from our study is that social behaviour plays
a key role in shifting activity away from the presumably more
favourable nighttime. Aggressive interactions may be particularly im-
portant in this respect [8]. Indeed, we have occasionally observed ag-
gressive interactions at our feeding site. Our video observations show
that there are mice present at our feeding site only 4.99% of the time,
so there is no indication of animals monopolising access to the food or
wheel. The published literature is inconclusive with respect to whether
or not social behaviour influences circadian activity patterns. In ham-
sters, physiological and behavioural processes are influenced by both
the circadian clock and social stimuli, although these influences act in-
dependently [15]. Strong evidence of social influence on the clock has
been found in the gregarious Nile grass rat Arvicanthis niloticus [9], in
hamsters [50] and in social insects [5]. For some species, social behav-
iour may have an important influence on the clock, whereas for other
species, it does not [14].
This is the first study in which mice have been studied in nature,
without an enclosure and without restricting ecological factors such as
dispersal. Therefore, the observed effects of population activity on be-
haviour cannot be ascribed to unnatural population dynamics. Further
studies are needed to provide mechanistic insight into the effect of so-
cial cues on the circadian system.
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